Motor-Driven Z-axis Measuring Microscopes

MF Series/MF-U Series
Motor Driven Z-axis

Remote BOX

Reset button

AF button*4

Z-axis speed-adjustment

Z-axis jog shuttle
Data output button

*4 Usable only if the Vision Unit (option) is fitted.

The Z axis is motor driven. Operations during Z-axis measurement can be
performed from the Z-axis jog shuttle of the remote control box.
This eliminates the conventional handle-turning and focusing operations,
reducing fatigue for the operator.
Furthermore, the change to a motor-driven Z axis enables you to use the new
vision AF function with the optional vision unit.*1

Data Processor
Vision Unit

*1 A vision AF cable (No. 12AAN358) is required.

Quick Release Mechanism*2 and Zero-set Switch Incorporated*3
(Common to MF D and MF-U D)

*Combination of the MF-G2017D and the the 10D vision unit

Quick-release ring
クイックリリース
ハンドル
Zero set
button

The stage movement can be switched between extremely coarse and fine (FREE
and LOCK) position adjustment by using the quick-release rings adjacent to the
X and Y handles. These rings are useful for freeing the stage when the distance
to the measurement position is considerable or you want to return quickly to a
reference position.
Because this mechanism uses the twist roller method, switching causes little
position shift and enables smooth movement. Because the display zero-set
switches are located near the handles*3, you can concentrate on the eyepiece
during measurement and keep your hands on the handles almost all the time
except when adjusting the focus.
*2: Patent registered in Japan
*3: The zero-set buttons are located on the X and Y axes, not the Z axis.
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Motor-driven Z-axis measuring microscopes can be equipped with the
“QMData200” two-dimensional data processing unit and the “Vision
Unit” manual image measurement system that detects edges with its
installed digital camera.
It is now possible to perform vision AF by using a vision unit, thanks to
the new motor drive.

Auto Focus
Vision AF (Common Option)
The optional vision unit provides a valuable auto focus function by enabling
QSPAK software control of the head position to detect the image with the
highest contrast, and hence sharpest focus. This operation can be conducted
faster than carrying out focusing with the naked eye and so contributes to a
reduction in operation time and operator fatigue.

Motor-Driven Z-axis Measuring Microscopes

MF Series
Specifications for MF D
Model No.
Order No.

MF-J2017D
176-891*

Optical tube (eyepiece(s) required)
Observation image
Observation method
Eyepiece (optional) Adjustable diopter
Objective (optional)
Z axis

Max. workpiece height
Feed mechanism
LED

Illumination unit
(required)
Halogen
Illumination filter

Stage

Measurement range
Tabletop size
Effective stage glass size
Swiveling angle
Maximum table loading
Quick release mechanism
Zero set switch

Measurement system
Measuring accuracy*1
(X and Y axes, when not loaded)
Minimum reading
Digital display
Display axes
Functions
Remote BOX
Main unit dimensions (WxDxH)
Main unit mass
Control unit dimensions
Main unit mass
Dimensions for control unit for illumination unit
(WxDxH)
Mass for control unit for illumination unit
Maximum power consumption

MF-J3017D
176-892*

MF-J4020D
176-893*

Monocular or binocular (angle of column: 25°)
Standard TV camera port for all models, reticle (broken cross-hair, line width: 5μm), observation/TV camera = 50/50
Erect image
Bright-field observation
10X (eyepiece field number: 24), 15X, 20X Note: Monocular - one 10X eyepiece provided as standard;
Binocular - two 10X eyepieces provided as standard
ML objective 3X (provided as standard), 1X, 5X, 10X, 20X, 50X, 100X
220mm
Motordrive (Maximum measuring speed: 20mm/s)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, white LED light source, stepless brightness adjustment,
equipped with cooling fan
Reflected: Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, white LED light source, stepless brightness adjustment Control unit:
Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240V)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, 12V/50W halogen lamp, stepless brightness adjustment, with cooling fan
Reflected: Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, 12V50W halogen lamp,
stepless brightness adjustment with cooling fan
Control unit: Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240V)
One GIF filter is provided as standard (and mountable for both transmitted and reflected illumination)
200×170mm
300×170mm
400×200mm
410×342mm
510×342mm
610×342mm
270×240mm
370×240mm
440×240mm
±5°
±3°
20kg
15kg
Fitted to X and Y axes
Fitted to X and Y axes
High-accuracy digital scale
(2.2 + 0.02L)μm, L: measuring length (mm)
1/0.5/0.1μm switchable
X, Y and Z axes
Zero-setting, direction switching
Speed adjustment (X,Y and Z axes), coarse/fine adjustment button (X, Y and Z axes)
Jog shuttle (Z axis drive), limit setting (Z axis), emergency stop switch, power source preliminary switch
AF button (vision auto focus): effective when connecting to vision unit (optional)
Reset button (X, Y and X axes counter), data output button
632×892×782mm
682×892×782mm
757×907×782mm
150kg
158kg
164kg
355×364×106.5mm
7kg
114×365×96mm
LED: 3.5kg, halogen: 4kg
230W

* To denote your AC power cable add the following suffixes to the order No.: A for UL/CSA, D for CEE, DC for CCC, E for BS, K for KC, C and No suffix are required for PSE.
*1: Measured in conformance with JIS B 7153.
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Motor-Driven Z-axis Measuring Microscopes

MF-U Series
Specifications for MF-UD
Model No.
Order No.
Model No.
Order No.

BF
(brightfield)
BD
(brightfield/darkfield)
Optical tube (eyepiece: required)

Observation image
Observation method
Eyepiece (optional) Adjustable diopter
Bright-field (BF)
Turret (required)
Bright-field/dark-field (BD)
Bright-field (BF)
Objective (optional)
Bright-field/dark-field (BD)
Max. workpiece height
Z axis
Feed mechanism

LED
Illumination unit
(required)
Halogen
Illumination filter

Stage

Measuring range
Tabletop size
Effective stage glass size
Swiveling angle
Maximum table loading
Quick release mechanism
Zero set switch

Measurement system
Measuring accuracy*1
(X and Y axes, when not loaded)
Minimum reading
Digital display
Display axes
Functions

Remote BOX

Laser auto focus (LAF)
Main unit dimensions (WxDxH)
Main unit mass
Dimensions for control unit for illumination unit
(mm)
Main unit mass
Dimensions for control unit for illumination unit
(WxDxH)
Mass for control unit for illumination unit
Maximum power consumption

MF-UJ2017D
176-894*
MF-UK2017D
176-897*

MF-UJ3017D
176-895*
MF-UK3017D
176-898*

MF-UJ4020D
176-896*
MF-UK4020D
176-899*

Tilting trinocular tube (angle of column: 0 to 30°), Siedentoph type (pupil distance adjustment: 51 to 76mm),
Built-in 1X tube lens, reticle (broken cross-hair, line width: 5μm), observation TV camera = 50/50
Erect image
BF, DF (only for MF-UH and UF types), simple polarization, differential interference
10X (eyepiece field number: 24, two eyepieces provided as standard), 15X, 20X
Adjustable manual turret or adjustable power turret (Select one.)
Manual turret or power turret (Select one.)
M Plan Apo, M Plan Apo SL, G Plan Apo series
BD Plan Apo, BD Plan Apo SL series
220mm
Motor drive (measuring speed: max. 20mm/s)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, white LED light source,
stepless brightness adjustment, equipped with cooling fan
Reflected: Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, white LED light source,
stepless brightness adjustment , equipped with cooling fan
Control unit: Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240V)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, 12V/50W halogen lamp, stepless brightness adjustment, with cooling fan
Reflected: BF/BD Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, 12V100W or 12V15W halogen lamp (selectable), external fiber
illumination, stepless brightness adjustment
Control unit: Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240 V)
One GIF filter is provided as standard (and mountable for both transmitted and reflected illumination)
200×170mm
300×170mm
400×200mm
410×342mm
510×342mm
610×342mm
270×240mm
370×240mm
440×240mm
±5°
±3°
20kg
15kg
Fitted to X and Y axes
Fitted to X and Y axes
High-accuracy digital scale
(2.2 + 0.02L)μm, L: measuring length (mm)
1/0.5/0.1μm switchable
X, Y and Z
Zero-setting, direction switching
Speed adjustment (X,Y and Z axes), coarse/fine adjustment button (X, Y and Z axes)
Jog shuttle (Z axis drive), limit setting (Z axis), emergency stop switch, power source preliminary switch
AF button (vision auto focus): effective when connecting to vision unit (optional)
AF button (vision auto focus) effective when connecting to vision unit (optional),
Reset button (X, Y and X axes counter), data output button
—
—
—
632×892×782mm
682×892×782mm
757×907×782mm
150kg
158kg
164kg
355×364×106.5mm
7kg
114×365×96mm
LED: 3.5kg, halogen: 3.5kg
230W

* To denote your AC power cable add the following suffixes to the order No.: A for UL/CSA, D for CEE, DC for CCC, E for BS, K for KC, C and No suffix are required for PSE.
*1: Measured in conformance with JIS B 7153.
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Motor-Driven Z-axis Measuring Microscopes

MF Series/MF-U Series

The LED illumination unit is shown on the drawings below.
The control unit is placed to the side of the microscope or directly attached to the rear of the column
The cable for connecting the control unit and microscope main unit is 600mm in length.

Dimensions
MF D

Unit: mm

MF-J2017D

MF-J3017D

782

168

247

464〜684

782
168
360
281+100

464〜684

247

114

360

249

360

249

96

259

96

259

215

270

255

621
889+85

351+100

16

168
360
281+150

114

121

270

168

215

255

621
889+85

401+150

16
121

MF-J4020D
96

259

247

464〜684

782

360

249

168
360
305+200

114

270

168
215

452+200

255

621
904+100

16
121

MF-U D

Unit: mm

MF-UJ2017D
259

MF-UJ3017D
259

96

96

231

247

247

782
612〜832

782
612〜832

360

360

231

114

168
360
281+100

270

168

215

351+100

MF-UJ4020D

255

16

114

120

621
889+85

259

168
168
360
281+150
401+150

215

270
621
889+85

255

16
120

96

247

782
612〜832

360

231

114

168
360
305+200

270

168

215
452+200

621
904+100

255

16

*Motor-Driven Z-axis Measuring Microscope option diagram is
shown on pages 34 and 35.
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Motor-Driven Measuring Microscopes

MF Series/MF-U Series

Motorized X, Y and Z axes on the measuring microscope provide improved operability.
High-speed Image Auto Focus (AF) is enabled by using the image detection unit (option).

To the next stage
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MF-G2017D

MF-UG4020D

MF-UE2017D

* The binocular tube, eyepieces, and LED illumination unit are
optional accessories.
* A separate LED control unit and control unit are included.

* The turret, objectives, and LED illumination unit are optional
accessories.
* A separate LED control unit and control unit are included.

* The turret, objectives, and LED illumination unit are optional
accessories.
* A separate LED control unit and control unit are included.

Features
■ The measuring microscope's X, Y, and Z axes are now motor driven, and the stage can be operated from a remote control box.
A joystick is used to operate the X and Y axes, and a jog shuttle is used to operate the Z axis, thus realizing a natural feeling when
handling the equipment.
Furthermore, these microscopes are equipped with a Z limit that you can use to set the lower limit of the Z-axis movement, which
enables you to prevent the objective from colliding with the workpiece.
■ The operator is relieved from fatigue resulting from repeated handle-turning.
■ Installing a vision unit makes it possible to perform vision AF (auto focus).*1
For the MF-U power type and MF-U power LAF type, selecting the power turret makes it possible for the microscope to automatically
recognize the position of the objective in the vision unit.*2
■ A power model lineup with large stage sizes ranging from 200×170mm to 400×200mm
■ A button for coarse and fine feed switching and speed-adjustment function that are highly useful during long stroke sliding and fine
positioning, are provided as standard equipment.
■ The buttons on the remote control box, which is used to perform operations, have been placed to provide operations that feel natural.
■ The remote control box is standard equipped with a data output button and counter reset buttons for the X, Y, and Z axes, which
enables you to perform a variety of operations remotely.
■ Products equipped with LAF (laser auto focus) are also included in the lineup of MF-U power products, which improves the efficiency
of the focusing operation.
Models that have LAF are equipped not only with the normal Just Focus (JF) function, but also with the Tracking Focus (TF) function
that maintains the focus as the stage moves.
These functions cater to focusing requirements in a variety of situations, reducing the amount of work that the operator has to
perform.
*1 A separate vision AF cable (No. 12AAN358) is required.
*2 RS-232C cable (No. 12AAA807) is required.
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Motor-Driven Measuring Microscopes

MF Series/MF-U Series
Motor Driven

Calculation Processor
QM-Data200

* Combination of the MF-G2017D and the QM-Data200

The X, Y, and Z axes are all motor driven. A joystick is used to operate the X
and Y axes, and a jog shuttle is used to operate the Z axis, so operations during
measurement can be performed from the remote control box.
This eliminates the conventional handle-turning and focusing operations,
reducing fatigue for the operator.
The X and Y axes are driven with a maximum feed speed of 40mm/s and the Z
axis with a maximum feed speed of 20mm/s. The lineup includes models that
have large stages with sizes ranging from 200×170mm to 400×200mm.
Furthermore, the change to a motor-driven Z axis enables you to use the new
vision AF function, provided you also use the optional vision unit.*1

Vision Unit

*1: A separate vision AF cable (No. 12AAN358) must be connected.

リモートBOX

* Combination of the MF-G2017D, the 10D vision unit, and a vision AF cable

Reset button

X/Y/Z-axes speed-adjustment

XY軸ロックボタン

XY軸操作ジョイスティック

AF button*2

Z-axis jog shuttle
Data output button

*2 Usable only if the Vision Unit (option) is fitted.
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Motor-driven measuring microscopes can be equipped with the “QMData200”
two-dimensional data processing unit and the “Vision Unit” manual image
measurement system that detects edges with its installed digital camera.
It is now possible to perform vision AF by using a vision AF cable together with
a vision unit, thanks to the new motor drive.

Auto Focus
Vision AF (Common Option)
By using an optional vision unit and vision AF cable, you can perform vision AF.
In the vision unit software QSPAK, the position in the acquired image data with
the highest contrast is detected and the auto focus operation performed. This
operation can be conducted faster than carrying out focusing with the naked
eye, which contributes to reduction in operation time and operator fatigue.

Motor Driven (Option for MF-U Power Product and MF-U Power LAF Product)

A turret must be selected for the MF-U power product and MF-U power LAF product.
By selecting the power turret and equipping the measuring microscope with an
optional vision unit, it is possible to change and detect the turret position.*1
This is a new function that is available in the QSPAK VUE version 4.1 and
subsequent versions of the 10D vision unit software.
You can use the software to change and automatically detect the turret position,
so there is no longer any need to handle the turret. Furthermore, this also fixes
the problem of forgetting to change calibration values when you change the
magnification, thereby providing you with a system that is more reliable and easy
to use.
*1: A separate RS-232C cable (No. 12AAA807) is required.

Turret Position Display in QSPAK

*This image corresponds to 4-hole power turrets and 4-hole turrets with sensors.

Laser Auto Focus (Power LAF Type Only)
LAF (laser auto focus) can be performed by the power LAF product. By employing
AF that uses the TTL (Through The Lens) method, in which a semiconductor laser
beam with a wavelength of 690nm passes through the lens, these microscopes
can perform AF even on minutely-small areas.
Laser auto focus has better repeatability than focusing with the naked eye, and
it can be used to measure heights. Furthermore, the following two types of
focus functions are equipped as standard: JF (Just Focus), which can be used
to target the laser on the point where you want to focus in order to detect the
height, and TF (Tracking Focus), which always tracks the focus position.
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Motor-Driven Measuring Microscopes

MF Series/MF-U Series
Specifications for MF D
Model No.
Order No.

MF-G2017D
176-781*

Optical tube (eyepiece(s) required)
Observation image
Observation method
Eyepiece (optional) Adjustable diopter
Objective (optional)
Z axis

Max. workpiece height
Feed mechanism
LED

Illumination unit
(required)
Halogen
Illumination filter

Stage

Measurement range
Tabletop size
Effective stage glass size
Swiveling angle
Maximum table loading

Measurement system
Measuring accuracy*1
(X and Y axes, when not loaded)
Minimum reading
Digital display
Display axes
Functions
Remote BOX
Main unit dimensions (WxDxH)
Main unit mass
Control unit dimensions
Main unit mass
Dimensions for control unit for illumination unit
(WxDxH)
Mass for control unit for illumination unit
Maximum power consumption

MF-G3017D
176-782*

Monocular or binocular (angle of column: 25°)
Standard TV camera port for all models, reticle (broken cross-hair, line width: 5μm), observation/TV camera = 50/50
Erect image
Bright-field observation
10X (eyepiece field number: 24), 15X, 20X Note: Monocular - one 10X eyepiece provided as standard;
Binocular - two 10X eyepieces provided as standard
ML objective 3X (provided as standard), 1X, 5X, 10X, 20X, 50X, 100X
220mm
Motordrive (Maximum measuring speed: 20mm/s)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, white LED light source, stepless brightness adjustment,
equipped with cooling fan
Reflected: Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, white LED light source, stepless brightness adjustment Control unit:
Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240V)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, 12V/50W halogen lamp, stepless brightness adjustment, with cooling fan
Reflected: Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, 12V50W halogen lamp,
stepless brightness adjustment with cooling fan
Control unit: Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240V)
One GIF filter is provided as standard (and mountable for both transmitted and reflected illumination)
200×170mm
300×170mm
400×200mm
410×342mm
510×342mm
610×342mm
270×240mm
370×240mm
440×240mm
±5°
±3°
20kg
15kg
High-accuracy digital scale
(2.2 + 0.02L)μm, L: measuring length (mm)
1/0.5/0.1μm switchable
X, Y and Z axes
Zero-setting, direction switching
Joystick (X and Y axes drive), lock button (X and Y axes), speed adjustment (X,Y and Z axes), coarse/fine adjustment button (X, Y and Z axes)
Jog shuttle (Z axis drive), limit setting (Z axis), emergency stop switch, power source backup switch
AF button (vision auto focus): effective when connecting to vision unit (optional)
Reset button (X, Y and X axes counter), data output button
632×892×782mm
682×892×782mm
757×907×782mm
150kg
158kg
164kg
355×364×106.5mm
7kg
114×365×96mm
LED: 3.5kg, halogen: 4kg
230W

* To denote your AC power cable add the following suffixes to the order No.: A for UL/CSA, D for CEE, DC for CCC, E for BS, K for KC, C and No suffix are required for PSE.
*1: Measured in conformance with JIS B 7153.
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MF-G4020D
176-783*

Specifications for MF-UD
BF
(brightfield)
BD
(brightfield/darkfield)

Model No.
Order No.
Model No.
Order No.

Optical tube (eyepiece: required)
Observation image
Observation method
Eyepiece (optional) Adjustable diopter
Bright-field (BF)
Turret (required)
Bright-field/dark-field (BD)
Bright-field (BF)
Objective (optional)
Bright-field/dark-field (BD)
Max. workpiece height
Z axis
Feed mechanism

LED
Illumination unit
(required)
Halogen
Illumination filter

Stage

Measuring range
Tabletop size
Effective stage glass size
Swiveling angle
Maximum table loading

Measurement system
Measuring accuracy*2
(X and Y axes, when not loaded)
Minimum reading
Digital display
Display axes
Functions

Remote BOX

Laser auto focus (LAF)
Main unit dimensions (WxDxH)
Main unit mass
Dimensions for control unit for illumination unit
(mm)
Main unit mass
Dimensions for control unit for illumination unit
(WxDxH)
Mass for control unit for illumination unit
Maximum power consumption

MF-UG2017D
176-784*
MF-UH2017D
176-787*

Motorized
MF-UG3017D
176-785*
MF-UH3017D
176-788*

MF-UG4020D
176-786*
MF-UH4020D
176-789*

MF-UE2017D
176-790*
MF-UF2017D
176-793*

Motorized LAF
MF-UE3017D
176-791*
MF-UF3017D
176-794*

MF-UE4020D
176-792*
MF-UF4020D
176-795*

Tilting trinocular tube (angle of column: 0 to 30°), Siedentoph type (pupil distance adjustment: 51 to 76mm),
Built-in 1X tube lens, reticle (broken cross-hair, line width: 5μm), observation TV camera = 50/50
Erect image
BF, DF (only for MF-UH and UF types), simple polarization, differential interference
10X (eyepiece field number: 24, two eyepieces provided as standard), 15X, 20X
Adjustable manual turret or adjustable power turret (Select one.)
Manual turret with BF sensor, adjustable power turret*1
Manual turret or power turret (Select one.)
Manual turret with BD sensor, power turret*1
M Plan Apo, M Plan Apo SL, G Plan Apo series
BD Plan Apo, BD Plan Apo SL series
220mm
Motor drive (measuring speed: max. 20mm/s)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, white LED light source,
stepless brightness adjustment, equipped with cooling fan
Reflected: Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, white LED light source,
stepless brightness adjustment , equipped with cooling fan
Control unit: Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240V)
Transmitted: Telecentric, built-in aperture diaphragm, 12V/50W halogen lamp, stepless brightness adjustment, with cooling fan
Reflected: BF/BD Kohler illumination with adjustable aperture diaphragm, 12V100W or 12V15W halogen lamp (selectable), external fiber
illumination, stepless brightness adjustment
Control unit: Power switch (main switch), AC power supply input connector (100 to 240 V)
One GIF filter is provided as standard (and mountable for both transmitted and reflected illumination)
200×170mm
300×170mm
400×200mm
200×170mm
300×170mm
400×200mm
410×342mm
510×342mm
610×342mm
410×342mm
510×342mm
610×342mm
270×240mm
370×240mm
440×240mm
270×240mm
370×240mm
440×240mm
±5°
±3°
±5°
±3°
20kg
15kg
20kg
15kg
High-accuracy digital scale
(2.2 + 0.02L)μm, L: measuring length (mm)
1/0.5/0.1μm switchable
X, Y and Z
Zero-setting, direction switching
Joystick (X and Y axes drive), lock button (X and Y axes), speed adjustment (X,Y and Z axes), coarse/fine adjustment button (X, Y and Z axes)
Jog shuttle (Z axis drive), limit setting (Z axis), emergency stop switch, power source backup switch
AF button (vision auto focus): effective when connecting to vision unit (optional)
LAF button (laser auto focus): effective only for LAF models, just focus (JF), tracking focus (TF)
Reset button (X, Y and X axes counter), data output button
—
—
—
✓
✓
✓
632×892×782mm
682×892×782mm
757×907×782mm
608×790×846mm
658×790×846mm
733×790×846mm
150kg
158kg
164kg
155kg
163kg
169kg
355×364×106.5mm
7kg
114×365×96mm
LED: 3.5kg, halogen: 3.5kg
230W

* To denote your AC power cable add the following suffixes to the order No.: A for UL/CSA, D for CEE, DC for CCC, E for BS, K for KC, C and No suffix are required for PSE.
*1: Make sure that you use RS-232C cable (No. 12AAA807) to connect a LAF model and a power turret.
*2: Measured in conformance with JIS B 7153.
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Motor-Driven Measuring Microscopes

MF Series/MF-U Series

The LED illumination unit is shown on the drawings below.
The control unit is placed to the side of the microscope or directly attached to the rear of the column
The cable for connecting the control unit and microscope main unit is 600mm in length.

Dimensions
MF D

Unit: mm

MF-G2017D

MF-G3017D
96

96

330〜244
249

782
247

247
168
360
280
100
205

168

114

270
328

100

210.5〜430.5

782
210.5〜430.5

360

249

360

330〜244

215

85 48

255

16

621

114

120.3

150

168
360
280
255

168
215
378

150

270

85 48

255
621

16
120.3

MF-G4020D
96

330〜244

360

210.5〜430.5

247

782

249

114
200

168
360
280
305

168
215
428

270

100 48

200

255
621

16
120.3

MF-U D (Motorized models)

Unit: mm

MF-UG2017D

MF-UG3017D

96

330〜244

96

330〜244

231

247

75

114
100

168
205

168
85 48

215

270

255
621

16
120.3

150 114

MF-UG4020D
330〜244

96

360

261〜481 105

247

782

231

200

32

114

168
305

168
428

200

100
47.7

215

270

255
621

16
120.3

247

25

428

360

782
261〜481 105

782
261〜481 105

360

231

168
255

168

378

150

85 48

215

270

255
621

16
120.3

The LED illumination unit is shown on the drawings below.
The control unit is placed to the side of the microscope or directly attached to the rear of the column
The cable for connecting the control unit and microscope main unit is 600mm in length.

MF-U D (Motorized LAF models)

Unit: mm

MF-UF2017D

MF-UF3017D
313〜227

96

96

188

846

846
323〜543

105

360

105

231

360

188

231

323〜543

313〜227

75

168
360
205

114
100

168
328

100

270

215

85 48

255

247

247

25
16

114

120.3

621

150

168
360
255

168
378

85 48

150

215

270

255
621

16
120.3

MF-UF4020D
96

168
168
360
114
360
100
205 305 328
428

231

85 48 200

188

105

105

846

323〜543

247

247

846

105
846
323〜543
247

215

100 48621

215
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Motor-Driven Z-axis/Motor-Driven

Measuring Microscopes MF Series/MF-U Series
Optional Accessories

System Diagrams
Main unit
illumination
(reflected +
transmitted)

Data calculation processing
Filters for main unit transmitted illumination
GIF filter
12AAA645

ND2 filter
12AAA643

LB80 filter
12AAA646

ND8 filter
12AAA644

LED illumination unit
176-445*1

RS232C (crossing) cable
12AAA807
Note: D-sub 9-pin female-female cable
QM-Data200

Halogen illumination unit
176-447*1

QM-Data200
264-155*1
Focus detection

Vision unit

Focus pilot
375-057*1 (green)/375-058*1 (red)

Main unit

Monocular unit (with one 10X eyepiece)
176-392

Foot switch (high rigidity type):
12AAJ088
Vision AF cable
12AAN358

Vision unit 10D
359-763

Foot switch (highly rigid type)
12AAJ088

QSPAK VUE

Calibration chart
02AKN020

PC is required.

Binocular unit (with two 10X eyepieces)
176-393

Thermal printer DPU-414*1
(with connecting cable)

Calibration chart (with holder)
02ATN695
QS Calibration chart (with holder)
02AKW001

Optical tube
10X eyepiece
378-866 (two)/378-866-5 (one)

Control unit
Remote box

Control unit

15X eyepiece
378-857 (two)/378-857-5 (one)
20X eyepiece
378-858 (two)/378-858-5 (one)
10X protractor eyepiece
375-043*1

Remote box

MF D Z Motorized
MF D Motorized

External reflected illumination
100W External illumination filter

Twin fiber optics illuminator (100W)
176-343*1

10X digital protractor eyepiece
176-313

GIF filter (for light source)
12AAG806

Ring fiber optics illuminator (100W)
176-366*1

Various rectiles
* Refer to Page 46 for details.

LB80 filter (for light source)
12AAG807

LED ring illuminator (white)
176-367-2*1 (external brightness adjuster)

Peripheral device
for stage
Stage adapter
176-304

Rotary table with fine feed wheel (B)
176-306

Holder with cramp
176-107
V-block with cramp
176-378

External light source control cable
12AAD128
External light source control cable
12AAG888

Connection to a Vision unit
* Refer to Page 40 for details.

LED ring illumination unit (white)
176-371 (with external brightness adjuster)
(Specific to Sliding Nosepiece)

Swivel center support
172-197

Objective

100W External illumination filter
3X ML objective
375-037-1

Sliding Nosepiece
176-370-1 (factory installed option)
176-370-2 (factory installed option)

Various ML objectives
* Refer to Page 37 for details.

Printing of counter data

Thermal printer DPU414*1
(with connecting cable)
Foot switch (highly rigid type)
12AAJ088

Data management

Real-time process control
MeasurLink
Inspection table creation program
MeasureReport
Note: A PC is required.

RS232C (crossing) cable
12AAA807

Optional peripheral device

Vibration damping stand
176-308
Mounting stand (microscope + QM-Data 200)
176-309
Lens cleaning set
12AAA165

Stage micrometer
375-056

*1 Order No. depends on the destination.
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Vertical system rack (for Vision Unit)
998923

Connection to a Vision unit
* Refer to Page 40 for details.

External light source control cable
12AAD128

External light source control cable
12AAG888
Main unit illumination Remote box
(reflected + transmitted)

Data calculation processing
RS232C (crossing) cable
12AAA807
Note: D-sub 9-pin femalefemale cable

GIF filter
12AAA645

ND2 Filter
12AAA643

LB80 Filter
12AAA646

ND8 Filter
12AAA644

Vision AF cable
12AAN358
Vision unit

100W External illumination filter

Reflected
150W fiber illumination unit
176-316*1

Foot switch (highly rigid type)
12AAJ088

QM-Data200
264-155*1

Filters for main unit transmitted illumination

100W fiber illumination unit
176-315*1

GIF filter (for light source)
12AAG0806

Vision unit 10D
359-763

LB80 filter (for light source)
12AAG807

QSPAK VUE

Calibration chart (with holder)
02ATN695

PC is required.
Halogen illumination unit
176-448*1

QS Calibration chart (with holder)
02AKW001

Twin fiber optics illuminator (100W)
176-343*1

Control unit
Remote BOX

Optical tube
10X eyepiece
378-866 (two)/378-866-5 (one)

MF DDZZMotorized
MF-U
Motorized
MF DDMotorized
MF-U
Motorized

15X eyepiece
378-857 (two)/378-857-5 (one)
20X eyepiece
378-858 (two)/378-858-5 (one)

Foot switch (highly rigid type)
12AAJ088
Calibration chart
02AKN020

Transmitted

LED illumination unit
176-446*1

Thermal printer DPU414*1
(with connecting cable)

Control unit
Remote box

Focus detection
Focus pilot
375-067*1 (green)/375-068*1 (red)
Note: Factory installed option.

Various rectiles
* Refer to Page 46 for details.

Polarization/
differential
interference

Revolver/objective
Differential interference unit
378-080… 5X, 10X
378-079… 20X
378-078… 50X, SL20X
378-076… 100X, SL50X,
SL80X
Polarization unit
378-092

Motorized
Motorized LAF
(only for MF U D Motorized type)

Bright-field/
dark-field
(BD)

Peripheral
device for
stage

Adjustable turret (BF)
378-018
Stage adapter
176-304

Holder with cramp
176-107
V-block with cramp
172-378

Swivel center
support
172-197

Bright-field
(BF)

Objectives for BD
BD Plan Apo Series
BD Plan Apo SL Series

Motor turret 4 holes (BD)
176-212*1
Manual turret with sensor (BD)
176-412

Rotary table with fine feed wheel (B)
176-306

Objectives

Turret 4 holes (BD)
176-211

Aligning motor driver 5 holes (BF)
378-216*1

RS232C (crossing) cable
12AAA807
Note: D-sub 9-pin female-female cable.
Note: Make sure that you select this cable for electric LAF.

Objectives for BF
M Plan Apo Series
M Plan Apo SL Series
G Plan Apo Series
* Refer to Page 37 for details.

Manual turret with sensor (BF)
176-410
Note: Objectives and turrets for LAF are factory-installed options. Select objectives with 5X or larger magnification for LAF models.
*1 Order No. depends on the destination.

Refer to the corresponding page for details.
Required.
Standard accessory.
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